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Description of the Related Art Airport security is among the top issues of the U.S. Transportation Security Administration (TSA). Because of varying passenger behavior, airports need to improve their security. A recent poll showed that one of the most reported security lapses is baggage smuggling. Every

year tens of thousands of bags are smuggled through airports. In many cases, smuggled bags are easier to smuggle because they are heavier and bulkier than standard bags. Smuggling is expensive to the airlines and airport. Smuggled bags cost airlines an average of $300-350 for every bag passing
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“proprietary” luggage detection system. There are many technological issues, however, with detecting a bag with a proprietary system. For example, the bags could be hidden inside the bag making it hard for the detector. Further, after detecting a bag, the detector could “jam,” possibly causing damage
to the bags. There is a need in the art to overcome problems with security and safety in airports. In particular, there is a need for security systems that make air travel safer.Imaging devices such as printers, fax machines and multi-function devices are often used in rooms such as offices and homes to print
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